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1. Introduction and terminology. Let (X, p) be a metric space and

/: X-+X such that for some c>0 there exists a topologically equiva-

lent metric p* such that p*(f{x), f(y)) =cp*(x, y) for all x, yEX. In

this case we call/a topological c-homothety. If X is compact metrizable

then a simple purely topological condition characterizes this property.

In fact in this case we have:

Theorem 1.1. Let X be compact metrizable andf: X^>X continuous.

Thenf is a topological c-homothety for some cE (0, 1) if and only if f is

one-to-one and \~\fn\X\= \a\ for some a EX. (The intersection of all

iterated images of X under f is a singleton.) The proof of this theorem is

in [3].

It is the purpose of this note to extend this result to nonmetrizable

compact Hausdorff spaces, replacing the role of metrics by generating

families of pseudometrics.

Let X he a completely regular space. A family 3j= {p„|a£§l} of

pseudometrics pa(x, y) on X will be called a generating family on X

iff it generates the topology of X. (The system of sets £(x, e, a)

— {y\p<*(y, *)<«} f°r all «GSÍ. xEX and e>0 forms an open subbase

for the topology of X.) The set of all such families will be denoted

by ®(X).
If/: AT—>X is such that for some c>0 pa(f(x), f(y)) =cpa(x, y) for

all a£2i and all x, yEX, f is said to be a c-homothety with respect to

3D={pa|aG2i}e@(X).
If/: X—>X is such that for some S)E®(X) f is a c-homothety with

respect to 2D, we say / is a topological c-homothety.

Let X he an abstract set and/: X—>X. We will say/is a squeezing

mapping iff n/"[X] = {a} for some a£l. This property will play a

crucial role in our investigations. To illustrate this property we state

the following theorem which will be used later:

Theorem 1.2 (A Converse of Banach's Contraction Theo-

rem). Let X be compact metrizable and f: X—>X a continuous and

squeezing mapping. Then for any cE(0, 1) there exists a metric p(x, y)
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on X, generating the topology of X, such that f is a c-contraction with

respect to p.

For the proof, see [4].

Remarking only that all spaces considered are Hausdorff we can

state our main theorem:

Theorem. Let X be compact and f: X-+X. Then f is a topological

c-homothety for some cQ(Q, 1) iff f is a homeomorphism into and a

squeezing mapping.

As a corollary of this theorem and the theorem proved in [5] we

will show that each topological c-homothety for c£(0, 1) can be

linearized in some linear topological space as a homothety in the

usual sense. Finally we will also show that Theorem 1.2 can be

generalized dropping the requirement of metrizability from its

hypothesis.

2. Transformations of families of pseudometrics. Let X be com-

pact, 0<c^l, £>G®(X), f: X^X, and £>= \pa\aQ%}. For each
a G Si we define

pa(x,y) = supcnPa(fn(x),fn(y)).

(The supremum is taken over the set of all nonnegative integers and

f>(x)=x.)
The resulting family {p*|aG2l} we denote by £)(/, c).

Lemma 2.1. Let X be compact, f: X-^X continuous and £>Q®(X).

Then (i) £>(/, c)Q®(X) for each cQ(0, 1) andcp(f{x),f(y))^p(x,y) for
all x, yQX and pQ£)(f, c),

(ii) if f is also squeezing, then £>(/, l)Q®(X).

Proof. Let/: X—>X he continuous,

cG(0, 1)    and    2D =  {p„|a G 21} Q &(X).

First we have to show that for each aQ21 the function p*(x, y)

= sup cnpa(fn(x), f*(y)) is a pseudometric. Since pa is bounded there

exists, for each x, y QX,n = n(x,y) such that p*(x,y) =cnpa(fn(x),f"(y)).

Now let x, y, zQX he arbitrary elements. Let m be such that

pa(x,z) = c pa(f (x),f (z));

then we have

Pa(x,y) = c Pa(f (x),f (y)),

Pa(y, z) ^ c Pa(f (y),f (z)).
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Applying the triangle inequality to pa and the elements fm(x), fm(y),

fm(z) we get

♦   . . 771 ,     771.     . 771.    .   .

Pa(x, Z)   = C  Pa(f   (x),f   (Z))

Ú c Pa(f (x),f (y)) + c Pa(f (y),f (z))

^ Pa(«, y) + Pa(y, z),

which shows that p„ is a pseudometric.

From the definition it follows that

* n n+X     .       n+1

Pa(f(x),f(y)) = sup cPa(/    (*),/    (>■))

-1 n+1      .,«+1,   .     ,n+l

= c    supe    p„(/     (x),f     (y))

g c    sup cmpa(f (x),f (y)) = c   pa(x, y)

which shows that

cpa(f(x),f(y)) Ú p (x,y).

Now we have to show that the original family {p„} and the new

family {p*} generate the same topology. Because pa(x, y)èpt(x, y)

for all x, yEX and all aESi, it is only necessary to show that for any

converging net {x,}—>x (iED) the following proposition is true:

V<*e2lVe>03¿e£>[¿^<Í=> P*(*;> *) < «]

where   -< denotes the partial order in D.

If this were not the case, then there would exist aE31 and e>0

such that, for each iED, pa (x¡, x) 5: e for some f>-i. This would mean

that for each iED there would exist a nonnegative integer n = n(i)

such that
cB(0P«(/B(<>(*y),/B(i)(z)) ^ «

for some j>-i.

It follows from this inequality and the fact that pa is bounded that

the function n(i) defined on D must be bounded.

Let «i, n2, • • -, nk he the values of this function; then considering

the system of converging nets

/"*(*,) ->/B«(x)       for s = 1, 2, • • • , k

we get the desired contradiction of the above inequality, which

proves (i).

To prove (ii) it is only necessary to realize that if/is squeezing then

the same contradiction can be obtained even if we put c = 1.
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Evidently if

Pa(/"(*>fe),/n(Í)(*))   =   *

for some j>-i, then the function n(i) again must be bounded, other-

wise there would exist sequences j(k) and n(k) such that

/"(*) (x) —» y   and   /n(i)(ï,(t)) -> z    where    y^z

which could contradict the fact that f\fn(X) is a singleton.

Lemma 2.2. Let Z be compact, XQZ, £>= {p«|a:G2l} Q&(Z),

f: X^>X a homeomorphism of X into itself such that for some cG(0, 1),

pa(f(x), (fy)) ^cpa(x, y) for all x, yQX and all «G2Í, and finally let

g: Z—>Z be continuous and such that g(x) =/~ 1(x) for all xQf[X].

Then f is a topological c-homothety on X.

For the proof we need only verify that / is a c-homothety with

respect to 20(g, c)Q®(Z).

3. Factorization of mappings. Let X he completely regular and

2)= {pa|aG2l}G®PQ- With each aQ® there is associated an

equivalence relation Ra on X defined by x Ra y<=>pa(x, y) =0. Denot-

ing Xa=X/Ra and by pa(x) the class of all elements i?a-equivalent

to x, we have pa: X-*Xa for each aQfL. Each Xa is canonically en-

dowed with the metric pá defined by

Pa(pa(x), pa(y))   =  pa(x, y).

Forming the topological product H„ Xa and definingi: X—>H„ Xa

by i(x)= {pa(x)} (a typical element of JJa Xa will be denoted by

{*<«}), we observe that i is a continuous injection. If X is compact

then each Xa is compact and i: X—>IT« Xa 1S a topological embed-

ding.

If/: X-+X is such that x Ra y=>f(x) Raf(y) for all aQ21 then/ in-

duces a map/a: Xa—*Xa on each Xa defined by

fa(pa(x))   =   Pa(f(x)) (a Q 2Í).

Defining F: JJa X<*—»IT« X„ by F{x„} = {fa(xa) \  we see that the
diagram

x a n« xa
/i   .     Fl

x^]Jaxa

is commutative.
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It can be seen easily that if/ is nonexpansive with respect to 3D, i.e.

Pa(f(x), f(y)) ÛPa(x, y) for all x, yEX and all a£2I, and squeezing,

then/ preserves all relations Ra and the induced mappings /„: X a

-^Xa enjoy the same properties on (Xa, pa). This result enables us

finally to prove our theorem.

Remark 3.1. Let {(Xa, pa) |a£2l} be a family of metric spaces and

Y = JI„ Xa its topological product.

Defining the family {p¿'|a£2í} on Yhypa'({xß}, {ye}) =Pa(xa,ya),

we observe easily that this belongs to ®(F), and if we replace each

metric p„ by a topologically equivalent metric pi« on Xa then the

corresponding family {p"a |o¡GSl} again belongs to ®(F).

4. Proof of the theorem. If A" is a topological c-homothety for

some cG(0, 1) then it follows easily that/ is a homeomorphism and

that the images/"^] shrink to some point.

If conversely / is a squeezing homeomorphism, then taking any

£>E®(X) and applying Lemma 2.1, we see that / is nonexpanding

with respect to 3û(f, l)E®(X). Therefore our factorization process

described above is legitimate and each induced mapping/„: Xa-+Xa

is nonexpanding and squeezing on Xa. Choosing c£(0, 1), Theorem

1.2. yields the existence of a metric pa on Xa such that/a is a c-con-

traction on (Xa, Pa) for each (Xa, pa) for each a£2I. Each (Xa, pa) is

compact and can be embedded into the Hubert cube as a closed subset

and, using the result of R. H. Bing [l] which assures that a metric

defined on a closed subset of a metrizable space can be extended to

the whole space, pa can be extended over this cube. Denoting by

(Ha, Pa) the metric space thus obtained and identifying X with

i(X)E IT« XaE II« Ha = H we have the following situation:

A" is a closed subset of H= \\a Ha and /: X—>X a c-contraction

with respect to the family SD= {pa |aE2l} E&(H) (considered here

as a family of pseudometrics on H). Now we observe that/(X) is

closed in if and since H is a Tychonov cube, Tietze's extension theorem

yields the possibility of extending f~l:f(X)—+X over H. Denoting

such a continuous extension of/-1 by g: /£—»/£ we have all we need

to apply Lemma 2.2. to show that/ is a topological c-homothety on X.

5. Linearization of topological homotheties. Following the ideas of

J. de Groot laid down mainly in [2] we will present still another char-

acterization of topological homotheties, using a linear topological

space as a space into which the given space will be embedded and

where the given mapping will act as a homothety in the usual sense.

Definition 5.1. Let X he completely regular and/: X—*X. We say

that / can be linearized in L as a c-homothety iff there exists a linear
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topological space L, a number c>0 and a topological embedding

i: X^>L in such a way that i(f(x)) =ci(x) for all xQX.

Lemma 5.1. Let X be compact metrizable and f: X—>X. Then the

following two statements are equivalent:

(1) fis a topological c-homothety for some cQ(0, 1),

(2) f can be linearized in a separable Hilbert space as a c-homothety

for some cQ(0, 1).

The proof of this lemma is in [5], and we will show that this result

can be generalized to the nonmetrizable case.

Theorem 5.1. Let X be compact and f: X—»X. Then the following

two statements are equivalent:

(1) fis a topological c-homothety on X for some cQ(0, 1),

(2) f can be linearized as a c-homothety in some linear topological

space for some cG(0, 1).

Proof. Suppose (2) is true, then obviously / is continuous and

one-to-one and therefore a homeomorphism, and since cH(X)

shrinks to zero in L as n—> », / is also squeezing, thus a topological

c-homothety.

Suppose now (1) is true, then taking SD= [pa\aQ%] Q®(X) with

respect to which / is a c-homothety, we observe that the correspond-

ing mappings/«: Xa—*Xa are now c-homotheties on the metric spaces

(Xa, pa). Using Lemma 5.1, we can consider each Xa to be embedded

in a separable Hilbert space ¡Qa in such a way that the mapping

fa: Xa-^>!Qa acts as multiplying by c in ¡Qa. Defining L= JJ« §„ we

have established (2). Q.E.D.
Combining this result with our main theorem, our final statement

reads as follows:

Let X be compact and f: X—>X. Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) f is a topological c-homothety for some cQ(0, 1).

(2) / is a squeezing homeomorphism.

(3) / can be linearized in some linear topological space L as a c-

homothety for some cQ(0, 1).

Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that statement

(3) can be modified to require that L he locally convex.

Now we apply the results of §§2 and 3 to generalize Theorem 1.2.

6. A converse of the generalized Banach's contraction theorem.

Definition 6.1. Let X he completely regular and S)Q®(X). If

/: X-+X is such that for some cG(0, 1) we havep(f(x),f(y)) úcp(x, y)

for all pQ 2D and all x, yQX we say that/ is a c-contraction with respect

to 2D.
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If for c£(0, 1) there exists £>E®(X) such that/ is a c-contraction

with respect to 3D we say that/ is a topological c-contraction on X.

Proposition 6.1. Iff:X—>X is such that for some c£(0, 1) there

exists S)E®(X) such that:

(i) / is a c-contraction with respect to 3D,

(ii) X is complete with respect to 3D. (If a sequence is p-Cauchy for all

p£3D then it converges.)

Then f has a unique fixed point aEX and /B(x)—>a for all xEX. If

we further assume that each p E 30 is bounded then f is squeezing.

The proof of this proposition follows immediately from the fact

that for any xEX the sequence {/B(x)} is p-Cauchy for all pE30, and

if p is bounded then p-diameters of/"[X] tend to zero.

If X is compact we have as a corollary the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1. Let X be compact and f: X—+X continuous. Then f is

a topological c-contraction for any c£(0, 1) if and only if f is squeezing.

Proof. If / is a topological c-contraction for some c£(0, 1) then

Proposition 6.1. yields that/ is squeezing. If/ is squeezing and con-

tinuous then Lemma 2.1. shows the possibility of choosing a 3D£®(A")

with respect to which / is nonexpansive. Then the factorization pro-

cess is legitimate with this 30£®(X) and if we denote 30= {pa |aE2l}

we get that for each o¡G2t the induced mapping fa: Xa-+Xa is con-

tinuous and squeezing. Thus choosing cE(0, 1) arbitrarily, Theorem

1.2. yields an existence of metrics pia on each Xa such that fa is a

c-contraction on (Xa, pi„). Identifying X with i(X) it follows from

Remark 3.1. that there exists a family 3D*E®(F) (F= JJ« Xa) such

that £ is a c-contraction with respect to it, which yields our theorem.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Michael

Edelstein for his valuable advice and improvements.
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